CERNER Tips and Tricks: Tips with Time-stamps to ease search

The timing of each Tip within the Mediasite viewer is as follows:

Ordering Tips

  Making Favorite Orders (4:20)

Chart Review Tips

  External medication history (8:30)
  Finding an order result fast (10:31)
  Viewing the whole chart fast (12:11)
  Reviewing flowsheet data fast (16:23)
  CCHIE Documents (18:37)
  Multimedia Manager (20:17)

Documentation Tips

  Adding Personal Note types (22:02)
  Changing Font For Good (24:37)
  Writing on Plain Old “Paper” (26:40)
  Making Macros (30:31)
  AutoText and SmartTemplates (32:28)
  Editing HTML Boxes (36:48)
  The Undo Button! (38:24)
  Copying Flowsheet Data (39:34)

Communication Tips

  Scheduling Pool (41:56)